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Travel time reliability (TTR) is one of the important indexes for effectively evaluating the performance of road network, and TTR
can effectively be improved using the real-time traffic guidance information. Compared with traditional traffic guidance, connected
vehicle (CV) guidance can provide travelers with more timely and accurate travel information, which can further improve the
travel efficiency of road network. Five CV characteristics indexes are selected as explanatory variables including the Congestion
Level (CL), Penetration Rate (PR), Compliance Rate (CR), release Delay Time (DT), and Following Rate (FR). Based on the five
explanatory variables, a TTR model is proposed using the multilogistic regression method, and the prediction accuracy and the
impact of characteristics indexes on TTR are analyzed using a CV guidance scenario.The simulation results indicate that 80% of the
RMSE is concentrated within the interval of 0 to 0.0412.The correlation analysis of characteristics indexes shows that the influence
of CL, PR, CR, and DT on the TTR is significant. PR and CR have a positive effect on TTR, and the average improvement rate is
about 77.03% and 73.20% with the increase of PR and CR, respectively, while CL and DT have a negative effect on TTR, and TTR
decreases by 31.21% with the increase of DT from 0 to 180 s.

1. Introduction

Travel time reliability (TTR) is an important concern issue
for traveler in daily travel and is influenced by various factors
such as traffic accidents and weather and flow states. Traffic
guidance information can help travelers make better travel
plans and improve their travel efficiency and TTR. Compared
to the traditional variable message signs, connected vehicle
(CV) guidance can in real time transmit traffic informa-
tion through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, which make
traffic guidance information released in a more timely man-
ner, and can effectively improve the effect of guidance [1–3].

Previous studies on TTR and CV guidance have mainly
focused on analyzing the impact of traditional factors such
as weather [4–8] and the impact of CV guidance on the
travel time, fuel consumption, and average delay [9–12]. Few
studies were conducted on the impact of CV guidance on
TTR considering theCVcharacteristics indexes. Based on the
current research status, a TTR model in a CV environment
was presented using the multilogistic regression method.

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed TTR
model, a CV guidance simulation scenario was established to
analyze the prediction accuracy of the proposed model and
to explore the interaction between CV characteristics indexes
and TTR in a CV environment.

2. Literatures Review

Many scholars have conducted the numerous basic studies
on TTR of road networks, and several definitions of TTR
were proposed. Asakura and Kashiwadani [4] first proposed
the concept of TTR considering the travel demands of road
networks. Iida [13] also presented a definition for TTR using
a probability theory, which is defined as the probability
of traveler successfully reaching their destination within a
specified time. Liu et al. [14] studied the TTR of stochastic
road networks using an approximation algorithm based on
the user equilibrium distribution model. Based on the user
equilibrium and punishing user equilibrium models, Wang
et al. [15] proposed a biobjective user equilibrium model for
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analyzing the TTR. In addition, Pei and Gai [16] analyzed the
TTR of a road network using the Monte Carlo simulation
method. Based on the previous studies, several scholars
proposed some evaluation indexes to further analyze the TTR
[17–20].

Aimed at the impact of abnormal conditions on TTR of
road networks, such as traffic demands, adverse weather, and
road feature, many studies were conducted [21–23]. Asakura
[24] analyzed the impact of variable traffic demand on TTR.
Tavassoli Hojati et al. [5] modeled and analyzed TTR under
the influence of Traffic Accident. As one of the important
influence factors, many studies were focused on the impact
of adverse weather on TTR. Leng [6] studied the TTR for
urban road networks under the conditions of snow and ice
and analyzed the traffic characteristics under such conditions.
Wu et al. and Wang et al. [7, 8] explored the impact of
fog and rainy conditions on freeway networks using the
proposed evaluation indexes. The above results indicate that
the traffic demand, poor weather, and Traffic Accidents all
have a significant impact on TTR. However, less research has
been conducted on the impact of CV guidance characteristics
indexes on TTR.

Comparing to traditional traffic guidance, CV guidance
can in real time share the traffic information through V2V
and V2I communication, which were effective methods to
improve the guidance effect of road networks. Lee and Park
[9] analyzed the performance of CV guidance under accident
conditions using simulation, and the results indicated that
Penetration Rate of the CV equipment has a significant
impact on the guidance effect. Yang et al. [25] found that the
total travel time, average travel time, and average delay of a
vehicle in a CV environment were significantly lower than
under a traditional traffic environment. Noori and Valkama
[26] also found that a dynamic route guidance strategy based
on CV technology can reduce the travel time by 52% and the
fuel consumption by 48%.Nie [27] studied the impact of V2V
communication on traffic flow, and the results showed that
V2V communication can reduce the average travel time. In
addition, Paikari et al. [28] analyzed the impact of Following
Rate, and the results indicated that V2V communication not
only can reduce the travel time of vehicleswithCVequipment
but can also reduce the travel time of vehicles without CV
equipment.

Generally, CV guidance characteristics, such as Penetra-
tion Rate and Following Rate, have a significant effect on TTR
of road networks in a CV environment [29, 30]. It is very
essential to establish comprehensive characteristics indexes
for CV guidance and to analyze the impact of characteristics
indexes on TTR of road networks.

3. Methodology

3.1. Definition of TTR. By referring to the available research,
TTR is defined as the probability of a traveler successfully
completing a trip within a specified time in this study, as
shown in Figure 1.

According to the definition, the TTR formula is

𝑅 (𝑡) = Pr {𝑡𝑖 ≤ Φ} , (1)

Travel time
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Figure 1: Definition of TTR.

where Φ is the travel time threshold (s), which is related to
the service level. The travel time threshold Φ is calculated by

Φ = 𝑡𝑎 × 𝑙𝑎, (2)

where 𝑡𝑎 is the travel time of unit distance a (s), which can be
found in the HCM. 𝑙𝑎 is the length of route 𝑎 (km).

3.2. CV Characteristics Indexes. Based on the above-men-
tioned references, the CV guidance characteristics indexes
will affect the TTR of road networks in a CV environment.
To explore the impact of characteristics indexes, the charac-
teristics indexes system is established, as shown in Figure 2.

In this study, the Compliance Rate (CR), Following Rate
(FR), Penetration Rate (PR), release Delay Time (DT), and
Congestion Level (CL) are selected as the characteristics
indexes to analyze the impact of these characteristics indexes
on TTR. CR is the ratio of vehicles with CV ability to comply
with route adjustments to all vehicles with CV ability. FR
refers to the ratio of vehicles without CV ability to adjust
the route because of the influence of the leading vehicle
changing the route to all vehicles without CV ability. PR
refers to the proportion of vehicles with CV ability to all
vehicles. DT refers to the interval from the generation of
traffic information to the reception of traffic information
by the vehicle. CL is an important index for evaluating the
flow operation states of the road network, and the duration
of congestion caused by an accident vehicle is used as an
alternative variable in this paper.

3.3. TTR Model. A road network is composed of several
paths, and a path selection model is established to design
the TTR model for road networks. A multilogistic regression
method is used to establish path selection model.

Supposing that there are 𝑘 paths between O-D pairs 𝑅𝑆 in
theCVguidance environment and the fiveCVguidance char-
acteristics indexes are selected as the explanatory variables of
themultilogisticmodel, the path𝑚 is the reference route, and
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Figure 2: CV characteristics indexes system.

the utility function of the path 𝑖 relative to the reference path𝑚 is

𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑖 = ln(𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑚 ) = 𝛽
𝑅𝑆
𝑖,0 +

5∑
𝑗=1

𝛽𝑅𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ⋅ 𝑥𝑗, (3)

where 𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑖 is the utility of selecting the path i relative to the
path 𝑚, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑚, 1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑘; 𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖 and 𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑚 are the probability of
selecting the path i and pathm, respectively; 𝛽𝑅𝑆𝑖,0 is a constant
of the utility function for selecting the path i; 𝑥𝑗 is the CV
characteristic index j; and 𝛽𝑅𝑆𝑖,𝑗 is the coefficient of 𝑥𝑗 of the
path 𝑖.

Letting 𝑦 = ∑𝑘−1𝑖=1 exp(𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑖 ) = ∑𝑘−1𝑖=1 (𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖 /𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑚 ), the selec-
tion probability of path i between O-D pairs RS is

𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖 = 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑖1 + 𝑦 . (4)

The TTR of O-D pairs RS is obtained based on the weighted
method, which is expressed as

𝑅𝑅𝑆 = ∑
𝑖

𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖 , (5)

where 𝑅𝑅𝑆 is the TTR of O-D pairs RS and 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑖 is the TTR of
the path i between O-D pairs RS.

The calculation of the TTR of road network is based on
the TTR of O-D pairs, and the weighted average of the TTR
of all OD pairs in the road network is selected as the TTR of

the network. The TTR model of road network is established
in a CV guidance environment as follows:

𝑅CV = ∑
𝑅

∑
𝑆

∑
𝑖

(𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑖 × 𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖 ) × ( 𝑞𝑅𝑆∑𝑅∑𝑆 𝑞𝑅𝑆)

= ∑
𝑅

∑
𝑆

∑
𝑖

(𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑖 (Φ𝑅𝑆𝑖 ) × 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑖1 + 𝑦)

× ( 𝑞𝑅𝑆∑𝑅∑𝑆 𝑞𝑅𝑆) ,

(6)

where 𝑅CV is the TTR of the road network; 𝑞𝑅𝑆 is the volume
of O-D pairs RS, pcu/h; 𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑖 (⋅) is the travel time distribution
function of the path i between the O-D pairs RS; and Φ𝑅𝑆𝑖 is
the travel time threshold of the path i between the O-D pairs
RS.

4. Simulation Scenario

4.1. Experimental Scene. To evaluate the TTRmodel, a simple
road network with three routes is selected to establish the
simulation scenario, as shown in Figure 3. In the initialization
stage, vehicles with connected vehicle ability (CVs) and
vehicles without connected vehicle ability (non-CVs) are
arranged in the road network. Car-Agent is used to control
the vehicles’ traffic behaviors, such as car following and
lane changing by the agents programing using the EstiNet
tool. The Roadside Unit (RSU) at an intersection is used
to collect the volume entering the intersection and transmit
the volume to the Central-Roadside Unit (C-RSU) in real
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Table 1: Parameter settings.

Route number Route node Passing intersection Length Number of lanes Lane width
1 A-B-C-M-F-G-J B, C, F, G 15.74 km 2 3.5m
2 A-B-C-D-E-F-G-J B, C, F, G 15.94 km 2 3.5m
3 A-B-H-I-G-J B, G 16.14 km 2 3.5m
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Figure 3: Road network structure.

time.TheC-RSU is responsible for receiving the volume from
the downstream intersections, which calculates the shortest
route using the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) impedance
function. To generate the traffic congestion, a broken vehicle
(BV) is set on Route 1. During the simulation stage, all
vehicles, including CV and non-CV, choose the shortest
route to travel depending on the real-time traffic information
obtained through V2V and V2I communication. When the
simulation starts, the BV sends the accident information to
the C-RSU. Meanwhile, the C-RSU broadcasts the guidance
information to all vehicles. CVs will choose the shortest route
to travel according to the CV guidance information, and
non-CVs will choose their routes to travel based on their
own reasonable judgment. For example, these non-CVs may
change their initial route by following the leading vehicles
depending on the FR.

The basic parameters of the three routes are shown in
Table 1.

Using the proposed CV guidance scenario, a guidance
strategy is designed. The flow chart of this guidance strategy
is shown in Figure 4.

When simulation starts, all vehicles including non-CVs
and CVs travel according to the respective shortest routes.
Once a Traffic Accident occurs in the shortest Route 1, the
C-RSU will recalculate the shortest route using the BPR
impedance function and broadcasts the guidance informa-
tion to all vehicles. Non-CVs and CVs will replan their routes
to travel based on the values of characteristics indexes, such
as CR and FR.

Table 2: CV characteristics indexes and parameters settings.

Parameter Value
Simulation time (s) 1800
Maximum speed (m/s) 18
Acceleration(m/s2) −4∼1
CL (s) 300/500
PR (%) 0/25/50/75/100
CR (%) 25/50/75/100
FR (%) 0/10/20/30
DT (s) 0/120/180
Number of test vehicles 100
Antenna height (m) 1.5
Average height of buildings (m) 10
Average spacing of buildings (m) 80
Communication protocol 802.11p
Signal attenuation (dbm) 5
Frequency (GHz) 10
Communication distance (m) 1000
Signal interference range (m) 550

4.2. Experimental Scheme. CL, PR, CR, FR, and DT are se-
lected as the influence factors in the simulation experiment.
The travel time for each route could be obtained through
the simulation. The CV characteristics and other parameter
settings are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 4: Flow chart of traffic guidance strategy.

To obtain different experimental scenarios, different val-
ues for the five CV characteristics indexes are applied. For a
PR of zero, there are 24 scenarios (2CL × 1PR × 4CR × 1FR ×3DT = 24) used. For the different value of PR, there are 288
scenes (2CL × 3PR × 4CR × 4FR × 3DT = 288). A simulation
is carried out for each experimental scenario, and the model
is calibrated using the data from 200 of the experimental
scenarios.The remaining 112 experimental scenarios are used
for route prediction.

5. Results Analysis

5.1. Parameter Calibration. Before calibrating the model, we
first verified the effectiveness of the guidance strategy. The
traffic conditions for CL = 500 s, PR = 100%, CR = 100%,
FR = 0, and DT = 120 s are selected to establish the CV
guidance scenario. The proportion of volumes along each
route is shown in Figure 5.

It is shown in Figure 5 that vehicles initially travel on
the shortest Route 1. Traffic jam occurs in Route 1 to cause
the increasing of the impedance of Route 1 when a broken
vehicle (BV) is set on Route 1. The jam information is in
real time transmitted to the upstream vehicles via V2I and
V2V. C-RSU will replan the routes by comparison of three
routes’ impedance according to the guidance information.
Thus vehicles will select Route 2 and Route 3 to travel. The
distribution of volume in Route 2 and Route 3 gradually tends
to balance in CV guidance environment according to the
impedance of two routes.

Without CV guidance, Route 1
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Figure 5: Traffic conditions of the road network.

Using the calibration samples and considering Route 3 as
the reference choice route, the calibrated results are as follows:

𝑈𝑅𝑆1 = ln(𝑝𝑅𝑆1𝑝𝑅𝑆3 )
= 7.600 − 0.002CL − 3.142PR − 3.491CR
− 3.739FR + 0.003DT,
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𝑈𝑅𝑆2 = ln(𝑝𝑅𝑆2𝑝𝑅𝑆3 )
= 4.089 − 0.002CL − 1.534PR − 1.483CR
− 1.860FR + 0.001DT.

(7)

According to the route selection model, the selection proba-
bility of each route can be obtained as follows:

𝑝𝑅𝑆1 = 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆1
1 + 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆1 + 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆2 ,

𝑝𝑅𝑆2 = 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆2
1 + 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆1 + 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆2 ,

𝑝𝑅𝑆3 = 1
1 + 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆1 + 𝑒𝑈𝑅𝑆2 ,

(8)

where 𝑝𝑅𝑆1 , 𝑝𝑅𝑆2 and 𝑝𝑅𝑆3 are the selection probability of Route
1, Route 2, and Route 3 in the simulation, respectively.

Based on the calibrated route selection model, the selec-
tion probability of each route is obtained, and, according
to the experiment data, the TTR of road network can be
determined:

𝑅CV = 3∑
𝑖=1

𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑖 × 𝑝𝑅𝑆𝑖 , (9)

where 𝑅CV is the prediction value of TTR of road network
and 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑖 is the TTR of 𝑖th route, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3.
5.2. Model Prediction Accuracy. To calculate the TTR of road
network, the TTR of each route is first determined. Using (1),
the TTR of each route can be obtained based on the travel
time distribution. Therefore, the travel time distribution of
vehicles in each route is analyzed, as follows in Figure 6.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) showed the travel time distribution
of the vehicles running along Route 2 and Route 3 during
the simulation, respectively. The TTR for each route can be
obtained according to (1) and (2), and the values of TTR of
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Figure 7: Cumulative probability distribution curve of RMSE.

road network can be obtained according to (8) ∼ (9). Thus
the prediction accuracy of TTR model can be determined.

The cumulative probability distribution curve of the root
mean square error (RMSE) is shown in Figure 7.

The results indicate that 80% of the RMSE is in the range
of 0 to 0.0412. It can be concluded that the proposed TTR
model has a good prediction accuracy, which can reflect the
TTR for a road network in a CV guidance environment.

5.3. Sensitivity Analysis of TTR. The 312 sets of experimental
data are applied to conduct a correlation analysis, and the
results are shown in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 3, CL, PR, CR, and DT can
be considered to have a significant impact on TTR at a 0.01
significance level. To clarify the impact of these four factors
on TTR, a sensitivity analysis is conducted, as shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8(a) indicates that higher CL means lower TTR,
which is consistent with common sense. When the Conges-
tion Level is severe, TTR will decrease even if CV guidance
is applied. Figure 8(b) showed that TTR increases with an
increase in PR. The reason is that more vehicles can receive
guidance information, and thus more vehicles will choose
an alternative route to travel. When PR is increased from 0
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Table 3: Results of correlation analysis.

Factor Degrees of freedom
intergroups

Degrees of freedom
intragroup

Mean square
intergroups

Mean square
intragroup 𝐹 Significance

level

CL 1 310 4.320 0.027 157.407 0.000

PR 3 308 0.669 0.035 19.029 0.000

CR 3 308 1.238 0.030 41.846 0.000

FR 3 308 0.117 0.041 2.879 0.036

DT 2 309 0.449 0.039 11.638 0.000
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Figure 8: The impact of these four characteristics indexes on TTR.

to 100%, TTR can be improved by 20.03% to 134.04% using
CV guidance information. It can be seen from Figure 8(c)
that the effect of CR on TTR is similar to that of PR.
TTR gradually increases with an increase in CR, and the
improvement trend is slower and slower. The reason for
this is that an increase in CR also means more vehicles
will accept the guidance information, which makes more
vehicles select the lower impedance route to travel. When
CR increases from 25% to 100%, TTR improves from 11.08%
to 135.31%. It can be seen from Figure 8(d) that TTR
gradually decreases as DT increases. The reason is that
the greater the delay receiving the guidance information
the fewer the vehicles to detour in time, which affects the
TTR.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a travel time reliability model in a CV envi-
ronment is developed, and the prediction accuracy of the
proposed model and its correlation with five selected char-
acteristics indexes are analyzed. The results indicate that the
prediction accuracy of themodel is good, and some influence
rules are summarized. (1) Among the five characteristics
indexes, the influence of CL, PR, CR, and DT on TTR is
significant; (2) PR and CR have a positive effect on TTR, and
the average improvement rate is about 77.03% and 73.20%
with the increase of PR and CR, respectively; (3) meanwhile
CL andDThave a negative effect on TTR, andTTRdecreased
by 31.21% as DT increased from 0 to 180 s.
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There is a limitation for this paper, because only five
characteristics indexes are analyzed. In future studies, more
CV characteristics indexes should be selected to explore the
impact of the characteristic indexes on the TTR of road
networks. Simulation should still be extended, providing
further comparison in detail.
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